pukkamex
Referral Program Terms
The pukkamex Referral Program (“the Program”) allows individuals to earn rewards by referring friends to
create accounts on pukkamex.com
To participate in the Program you must agree to abide by the Terms (the “Terms”) set out below. By
participating in the Program, you consent to abide by the Terms.

1. The Referral Program
From time to time prior to the launch of the platforms, pukkamex may send referral codes to users who
have signed up to the pukkamex website, which entitle them (the “Referrer”) and the individual they refer
(the “Referred Friend”) to receive a reward subject to the Terms contained herein.

2. Making Referrals
2.1 To make a referral, the Referrer must share their referral link or code with the Referred Friend.
2.2 The Referred Friend must follow the referral link to the pukkamex sign up page. Referral codes cannot
apply retroactively and will not apply to any procedure other than a sign up on pukkamex.
2.3 When the Referred Friend follows the referral link and signs up prior to launch of the pukkamex
platform they too shall receive a referral link or code enabling them to make referrals.
2.4 Upon finalizing the sign up process, the Referrer will receive a will receive a multiplier on the amount
of tokens that they had received upon signing up.

3. Rewards
3.1 Subject to compliance with these Terms, both the Referrer and the Referred Friend will be prima facie
entitled to receive a reward.
3.2 For each qualifying referral, the Referrer shall receive 100 PUX tokens and earn a multiplier on the
amount of tokens that they had received upon signing up.
3.3 The Referred Friend will receive early access in addition to 2 weeks of ZERO FEE trading and be
entered into the list of accounts that shall receive PUX tokens via airdrop to their wallets.
3.4 pukkamex reserves the right to alter the award value, to either party, at any time.

4. Sharing Referral Links

4.1 Posting referral codes or rewards using pay-per-click (PPC) advertising on any search engine or
display advertising platform is strictly prohibited. This includes sharing links or codes in the advert itself,
display URLs and any content which appears on the webpage that the advert redirects to. pukkamex
reserves the right to cancel or otherwise restrict the use of any codes or rewards it believes have been
distributed in breach of these terms.
4.3 pukkamex is the sole arbiter of what constitutes commercial use and may, at its discretion, cancel
codes issued without notification and with no right to appeal. However, pukkamex will not cancel a
referral code without reasonable grounds.

5. Limitation

5.1 Referral codes and associated rewards are offered at pukkamex’s discretion and pukkamex reserves the
right to refuse to provide or apply a referral code or an associated reward. A decision to do so in one
instance does not mean the same decision will be made on another.
5.2 A single sign up will only ever generate one referral link or code.
5.3 Only one referral link or code can be used per sign up. Referral links or codes cannot be used in
conjunction with any other offer or other discount.
5.4 Only the initial Referrer may pass on their referral code. Referral codes cannot be subsequently passed
on by the Referred Friend to any third party and referral codes will be invalidated in such an event.
5.5 Where pukkamex detects that use of the Referral Program is fraudulent or otherwise in breach of these
Terms then it will refuse to apply Referral codes.
5.8 Referral codes remain the property of pukkamex and are not redeemable for cash or any other
products.

6. Further Referral Collaborations

6.1 pukkamex may elect to run exclusive referral schemes with some of the Referrers on the Program. In
such cases, pukkamex may permit the Referrer to promote their unique URL on specific public forums.
These schemes may involve tiered rewards being paid directly to the Referrer for each successful referral
instead of voucher codes or links. In all cases the particulars of any collaboration will be agreed in writing

between pukkamex and the Referrer.
6.3 pukkamex may suspend or terminate this collaboration or a user’s ability to participate in this exclusive
collaboration at any time and for any reason.

7. Prize Draws

7.1 pukkamex may from time to time run prize draws for participating Referrers. Referrer’s who make
referrals will be entered into a prize draw and winners will be selected in line with the Prize Draw details
found below.

8. Termination and Change
8.1 pukkamex may, at its discretion, suspend or terminate the Program or a user’s ability to participate in
the Referral Program at any time.
8.2 pukkamex may change the requirements and rewards of the Referral Program at any time.
8.3 pukkamex reserves the right to review and investigate any referral activities and or cancel such
referrals in the event that it detects activity which is deemed fraudulent, contrary to these Terms or
otherwise unacceptable. In such a case pukkamex will prevent both parties from further participating in
this Referral Program and any future pukkamex promotions. Further, any rewards earned as a result of
fraudulent activity will be voided.

10. Updates to the Terms

10.1 pukkamex reserves the right to update these terms from time to time without notice. Continued
participation in the Referral Program after any update shall constitute consent to such update. If the
Referral Program participant is does not agree to such update its only recourse is to stop participating in
the Referral Program.

pukkamex
Raffle Prize Terms

1. The title of the prize draw is: pukkamex raffle “the prize draw”.
2. How to Enter
2.1. To enter the Prize draw a pukkamex user must sign up prior to the launch of the pukkamex platform;
subsequently they must log-in and use the account at least once following the launch of the platform and
execute a trade of at least $1.00 in value. Any users who meets the foregoing criteria will automatically be
entered into a random draw from which pukkamex will randomly select the winners (each individually a
“Winner”), all of whom will receive a prize in accordance with these terms.
2.2. The Prize draw will run from 00:00 on DATE FEB 2019 (the “Opening Date”) to the precise moment
of the launch of the pukkamex platform (the “Closing Date”) inclusive.
3. Eligibility
3.1. The Prize draw is only open to all persons aged 18 years or over, except
(a) employees of pukkamex or its holdings or subsidiary companies;
(b) Citizens and persons located in United States of America, Canada The Peopl’s Republic of China, The
Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan, Cuba, Crimea, Sevastopol, Iran, Syria, North Korea and Sudan or any
other jurisdiction where the services offered by pukkamex are restricted or where the provision of a
referral program or prize draw requires registration and authorization by relevant authorities. Geo fencing
and KYC will be used to enforce this.
3.2. pukkamex reserves the right to disqualify any user if their conduct is contrary to the spirit or intention
of the prize draw.

4. Prizes

4.1. The prize to be awarded to each winner is one of either:
i. A ticket to attend The North American Bitcoin Conference in Miami.
ii. A brand new Audi A6.
iii. 5000.00 USD equivalent at market value on the date of the prize draw in BTC.
iv. 25000.00 USD equivalent in PUX tokens.
v. A lifetime free trading account.
Each known individually as a (“Prize”).
4.2. pukkamex may, at its discretion, substitute the Prize for an equivalent retail value of cash or credit in
circumstances where the Prize cannot be awarded for any reason, including, without limitation, where the
Prize is out of stock.
4.3. The Prize is not negotiable, and pukkamex is under no obligation to substitute the Prize for an
equivalent value of cash or credit where the Winner requests such substitution.
4.4. The Prize is supplied by pukkamex.

5. Announcement of Winners

5.1. The Winners will be drawn 1 month after the launch date of the platform and pukkamex will directly
notify each of the Winners by email as soon as is reasonably practicable after that date.
5.2. pukkamex will send the name and county of the winner to anyone who writes to pukkamex within one
month after the closing date of the Prize draw requesting details of the winner; and

6. Delivery of Prize

6.1. pukkamex will contact the Winner in order to arrange the delivery of the Prize. In such an event the
Winner must communicate with pukkamex to arrange such delivery within 14 days of receipt of
pukkamex’s contact.
6.2. Failure to communicate with pukkamex to arrange delivery within 14 days of contact will:
(a) void the Winners right to receive the Prize; and
(b) entitle pukkamex to select an alternate Winner.
6.3. Save exceptional circumstance, which must be communicated to us, the Prize cannot be claimed by a
third party on behalf of the user.

7. Limitation of Liability

7.1. Insofar as is permitted by law, pukkamex, its agents or distributors will not under any circumstances
be responsible or liable to compensate the winner or accept any liability for any loss, damage, personal
injury or death occurring as a result of taking up the Prize except where it is caused by the negligence of
pukkamex, its agents or distributors or that of their employees. These terms will not affect any statutory
rights afforded to users or Winners.

8. Data Protection
8.1. pukkamex will only process user personal information in accordance their privacy policy set out in full
here: https://pukkamex/privacy

9. General
(a) If pukkamex has any reason to believe that a user has breached these terms, pukkamex may at its sole
discretion, exclude that user from the Prize draw.
(b) pukkamex reserves the right to hold void, suspend, cancel, or amend the Prize draw where it becomes
necessary to do so.

(c) These terms shall be governed by the laws of The Republic of Seychelles and the parties to it submit to
the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of The Republic of Seychelles.

